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1. Introduction. 

ku- and t'i- belong to a sub-class of Sechelt auxil

iarieslwhich refer to specific mOm@ntary events (acts, con

ditions, localizations) and emphasize. the fact of each ev-

ent itself rather than its duration ( c$twa- 'just now'; 

ku- , ? ,. . , t~xW_ 'later'; t'a- 'there'; t'i- , ? '; etc.). 

A contrasting sub-group consists of auxiliaries describing 

events that are habitual or enduring ( pala(?~t)- 'always'; 

t'atqa;).- 'used to';Aal(?at)- 'continuing'; etc.). The 

auxiliaries ku- and t'i- , and particularly the latter, 

occur with great frequency and in statements of various 

kinds: reports within narrations, elicited and gratuitous 

assertions, counter-assertions, assurances and answers to 

general or specific questions. English sentences supposed

ly corresponding in meaning to Sechelt sentences contain-

ing these two auxiliaries often give the impression that 

ku- and t'i- have a tense-marking and/or deictic function 

in which they are sometimes in contrast with each other, 

and sometimes not. The purpose of this paper is to illus-

trate the use of these auxiliaries by means of several ex-

amples, and to define them in terms of aspect, tense and 

deixis. 
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2. Examples of the use of ku- and ~-. 

The following is a list of Sechelt sentences contain-

ing the auxiliaries ku- and t'i-. To the right of each sen-

tence or set of sentences is the free translation either app

roved or offered by my informant~ Glosses relevant to this 

analYsis are provided beneath the Sechelt sentences~ Frequ

ently recurring items are not repeated. ku- and t'i- have 

been left unglossed. 

(1) a. ?itutam-u~ - ~~n. b. t'i - ~an cu 

( 2) a. 

b. 

sleepy - past - I go 

lie down then my feeling awake 

d. kU c·t~~~n s?itutam. 

vanish my feeling sleepy 

t'i c w W - an-wa~ k~~ ~ mine»m. 

already eat dinner 
,.-

r 

t'i - c2>n-wa~ kaxwuxwmfnam. . 4· 

I was sleepy. I 
went to bed. Then 
I was quite awake. 
My sleepiness Vias 
gone. 

I am having my 
dinner (llnowlt ). 

I have already 
eaten dinner. 

I have already 
eaten dinner. 

I have already 
eaten dinner. 
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(3) a. t':! - c()n ttrwuyat-si. 

punish-you 

b. kU- ~an t~wuyat-si. 

( ) ~ w, w 4 a. t'i - ~an x ax aWe 

be lost 

,_( w, W t: ..( 
b. KU. X· ax aW ~()n kC:!.pu. 

coat 

(5) a. t'i - cd ?() "'~a spastan. 

to U. S. A. 

b. ku cd ?a sa spastan. 

(6) a. t '1. - sta wa ;af8.yam. 

likely laughing 

b. k11-st.?>wa xaxayam. · . 

c. k11 - s t () wa xaxayam. · . 

d. kd - stawa xaxayam-u±. · . 
past 

e. k11 - st (J wa ~ayam-u*. 

I paid you back. 

I paid you back. 

I am lost. 

!Ily coat is lost. 

He went to the 
states. 

He ""ent to -the 
States. 

He must be 
laughing. 

He must have 
been laughing. 

He must be 
laughing. 

He must have 
been laughing. 

He must have 
laughed. 
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truly feeble 

b. tt! xWa ?!tutas nat-u~. 

not sleep night-past 

(8) a. t·! - wa~ ;J:uw;buwi ta ~ic!m. 

going out fire 

(9) a. ttr - can-wa;b cu. 

understand 

(10) a. tt! - ~an-wa~ ktW~±n~xwan ~~n 

spill (it) 

s?:(wuc. 

water 

b. kU - ~an kt v'2f~rr;xwan can s?iwuc. 

(11) a. tti - ~an-wa~ ni ?~ til 

be here 
somewhere 

He is already 
very low. 

He didn't sleep 
last night. 

The fire is go
ing out. 

The fire has 
gone out. 

I am going now. 

I know (it) now. 

I spilled my 
water. (njust 
now") 

I spilled mr 
water. ("before") 

I'm here! 
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Vl b. kU - ~x' n~~a ? 

you where? 

(12) a. t'i skl11?i~:rt?a ~~n ?a:1i~!n. 

standing back-

b. kU ski u?i~!t ?a ~~n ·?!:{li~:rn. 

c. tli ri! ~an tan. 

mother 

d. ku ni ~21 n tan. 

choke old woman 

bone-its bird then 

,w'uv 
q v • 

die 

b. t'! - ~an t'uc'utan ~a tat~ul-
shoot animal 

Where are -you? 

'He is sta.nding 
behind me. 

He is standing 
behind me. (til 
can't see him, 
but I know he's 
there.") 

My mother is here. 

~tr mo~her is here. 
(nyou can't see 
her. II) 

The old woman 
c-hokedon the 
bird bone and 
she died. 

I shot the anima.l, 
and it fell dead. 
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go see 

q am kd-vra;b c11. 

b o kU - ~an-wa± h11yucin, qam 

finish eating 

t'i - ~xw ?anmi. 

get there 

3. Tense. 

When I went t-o 
Stella t s place 
she had already 
gone. 

I. had already 
eaten when you 
came. 

It is evident from sets 2 and 6 above that ku- as well 

as t'i- can introduce predicates occurring with or without. 

the past tense suffix -u±. If the predicate has the past 

tense suffix, or if "past" is otherwise indicated in the 

sentence ( cf. nat-u± in set 7b.) or in the broader context 

( sets 1, 13 and 14), the tense is normally equivalent to 

the past (or perfect) in English. But when "past" is not 

signalled by one of these means, a predicate beginning with 

ku- or !:i.- is sometimes assigned "present" and sometimes 

"past" meaning (e.g. sets 2a,b and 6b,c ), or a given pre-

dicate way convey the same temporal notion regardless of 

which auxiliary introduces it, ( sets 2b,c; 3a,b; 5a,b; 6a,c; 

etc.). Examples such as these support the assumption that, 

aside from being restricted to predicates describing present 
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or past events, ku- and t'i- do not mark tense. Indeed, 

many apparent contradictions in Sechelt ~- and t'i- pre

dicates can be attributed to the fact that the marking of 

tense (past or future) is not obligatory in Sechelt if the 

tense is evident from the context. 4 Accordingly, many iso

lated sentences in Sechelt will be as ambiguous as the Eng

lish sentence "I'm going to town." when it is heard out of 

context. 

Some of the sets listed above do, however, seem to 

indicate a contrast in tense between ku- and t'i-. In set - -
6 for example, three out of four predicates introduced by 

ku- are translated as past or perfect tenses in English, 

whereas the one ~- predicate is rendered as a present 

tense. And in set 10 the informant volunteered that sen-

tence a.(~-) referred to the immediate past, but that 

sentence b.(~-) indicated a point farther back in time. 

In set 14, where both sentences describe consecutive ev-

ents in the past and are rendered by complex sentences in 

the English translations, the prior events are introduced 

by ~- and the succeeding events by t'i-. And yet the op

posite appears to be the case in 13 b. It will be seen 

that all of these apparent contrasts are deictic rather 

than temporal. 
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4. Deixis. 

Several sentences in the above sets suggest the con

trasts present/absent or visible/invisible ( 4 a,b; 8 a,b; 

11 a,b; 12 a,b; 12 c,d; 14 a), witht'i- marking present or 

visible and .l9!- indicating absent or invisible-. The inform

ant's comments following the translations of 12 band d cer-

tainly point in this direction. In set 12 ,.however, the ref

erent is presumably invisible to the speaker in both sent enc-

es, and he need not be "absent" in either. 

Deictic distinctions existing in certain Sechelt demon-

stratives lend themselves to comparisons which may shed light

on the relationship between ku- and t'i-; 

tim (contraction of ti~u~) 'this (here) one': definite 
visible 
near 

\Vho is this,that? 

tam (contraction of ta-Xum) 'that (there) one' :definite 
visible 
distant 

wat-la ta-~um? VIho is that? 

'W.L pala?)t cucut ?a k ~m. 

:definite 
invisible 

He is always saying that. -
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\'1 ( The possible parallels t· i-: ti- and ku-: k a- < ku-a- ?) 

suggest that ~- indicates a definite and invisible event, 

and that ~- signals a definite and visible event. The 

possibility of this is strengthened by the existence of 

an auxiliary t'a-. The few examples that I have of this 

form are listed here with translations, informant's com-

ments and selected glosses. 

A. t' a ni ?a ta ta pi~. 

cat 

hide sun 

c. a. t'a ni tz> ~~'t~n ?a ta. 

knife there 

b. t' i n:! ttl q' wa;l:t 'fa tie 

D. a. t' a ni t2> stillni~. 

man 

The cat is over 
there. 

The sun is dis
appearing. 

There is the knife. 

Here is the dish. 

The man is there. 
("You can see him. It) 

b. ku ni ta stUmis. The man is there. 
("You can' t see him. ") 

E. kd wa;l: malamute t'a wa~ P'~;I:~. He went under water. 
He came up there. 

dive come up 
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These examples yield the following pattern of deictic rel-

ations : 

ku- : definite (event), invisible, 

t'i-: definite II ,visible ,near 

t'a-: definite " ,visible ,distant 

where the significant contrast is in the category of (in)

visibility, since ku- is undetermined for proximity (see 

sentences 5 band 12 b). The application of the terms 

ttdefinite" and "invisible" to events is convenient because 

it preserves the parallel between the auxiliaries in ques

tion and the demonstratives noted above. \Vhen applied to 

the auxiliaries (hence,to "events") the term "definite" can 

be understood as "specifying a particular momentary event", 

and the term "invisible" can be taken provisionally as 

meaning "occurring out of sight". Frames of reference for 

invisibility will be discussed below. 

This patterning of ku-, t'i- and t'a- does not, however, 

explain sentences where ~- introduces predicates describ

ing visually remote events (sets 1 band c; 2 band dj 3 

a; 7 b; 13 a and b; etc.), or pairs in which ~- and t'i

appear to be in free variation ( 2 band c; 5 a and b; 6 a 

and c; etc.). In order to account for these sentences we 

must examine the role of t'i- in its contrast with t'a- on - -
the one hand, and with ~ on the other. In the ~-/~-
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pair the shared categories are definiteness (specificity 

of "event") and visibility. The contrasting category is 

that of proximity. But the much more extensive use of 

tli-, and the fact that it occurs with predicates des

cribing events near or far, indicates that it is the neut

ral member of the pair. It is semantically unmarked for 

the category of proximity~ and specifies "near" only when 

drawn into contrast with t'a- (see C a and b). Similarly, 

tli- is ~he neutral member of the pair ~-!ku~. Here the 

category of definiteness is shared, and the potential con

trast is in the category of invisibility. In other words, 

ku- is the positive member and always signals "definite 

and invisible", whereas t'i- merely indicates "definite" 

unless it is brought into contextual contrast with ~-. 

In most instances t:h.e speaker is free to decide wheth-

er he wishes to stress the "definite" or the "invisiblet' 

component of a momentary event that he is describing. For 

example, in an affirmative answer to the Sechelt equivalent 

of the question "Have you had your' dinner?", the speaker 

may choose to concentrate on the fact that he has had din

ner by saying "til. - ~l)n-wal (k3~wu:z:wm:rn~m).11 Or he rr.ay 

want to stress that he had his dinner before the question

er arrived on the scene: "leU - ~an-wa± (ka~wufwm:rnam)." 

In response to such questions as "What are you doing?" or 
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"When are you going to eat dinner?", he can point to the 

fact that he is now doing just that: lit t i - ~?Jn-(wa*) 

k;6=tCw~wm:!n~m." Or he could say "k11 - ~an-(wa*) etc.",thus 

stressing that he is having his dinner and that the quest

ioner can't see the action. If the context of the speech 

situation is such that the questioner has no way of know

ing whether the event has alreadY taken place or- is in 

progress ( e.g. a conversation on the' porch or through a 

window), the ambiguity can be removed by adding -u~ to the -
predicate to indicate "past" (cf. 2 d and 6 d and e). In 

a sentence like 9 b kU-is not obligatory, but possible,be-
.r w , w . cause of the perfective sense of tdX nax - : what the speak-

er knows now he may have grasped outside of the speech sit-

uation. In sentence 4 a, however, t'i- is obligatory because 

the use of ku- would remove the speaker from the speech sit

uation., and the statement could not mean "I am lost. II The 

verb xWaxwaw_, although it can be used to describe a mom

entary condition, is basically non-perfective. 

The frame of reference for the deictic category of in

visibility can be 1) the speech situation or 2) the estab

lished context of a narrative (i.e. a story or a narration 

of events such as set 1 above~. In the speech situation, 

ku- can be used to describe an event that occurs or has 

occurred out of sight of the speaker, the hearer (e.g. sen-
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tence 10 b, where the informant's comment "before" really 

means "in your absence", which could be interpreted as 

meaning "before you came ll ), or both (sentence 3 b). In 

the case of an established narrative context, ~- can be 

used to indicate an event taking place (or having taken 

place) out of sight of the referent(s) in contextual focus 

at the point where the event is' being described(see texts 

below). 

The category of invisibility in Sechelt can apply to 

such events as disappearance, transformation or death. In 

sentence 1 d, for example, ku- stresses the disappearance 

of the referent's (speaker as referent) sleepiness.The same 

is true for the second clause of sentence 13 b, where the 

use of lfg- emphasizes the disappearance of the living crea

ture from the context. But in 13 a the use of t'i- in the 

second clause merely indicates the fact that the woman died._ 

Finally, it should be noted that the complex sentences 

in the English translations of sentences 14 a and b, and the 

temporal sequence of events that they imply, cannot be dir

ectly related to the use of t'i- and ku- in the Sechelt 

sources. sentences 13 a and b could just as well be trans

lated· -as complex constructions despite the entirely differ

ent t'i-/ku- pattern in the originals. 
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5. Excerpts from Sechelt texts. 

The following excerpts from Sechelt texts6are pre

sented in order to demonstrate the use of ku- and t'i- in 

contexts of meaningful length. The sentences are numbered 

to facilitate commentary. 

A. From: Eagle and Owl 

1) pala7~t clacl~am ta k'ayakW 7i ta s~!fan!k'. 
always hunting eagle owl 

) w.t W W , °t ' i x ~ w 2 x ~x aynax -aSl ta qa; t tat~ulm~x • 
killing~they much animals of all kinds 

3) staxw!t q~~ ta ±anakW-it 7i tz s±iqW 7a ta ~~mstan-it. 
truly hide-their meat house 

none wife 

5) ni ?a ta pala sq'ilt, qam tti c11 ?!miwas tl ttt6msan-ali 
one day walk two-people 

qixnaxWiwas s±~n±anay. 

related and women 
of different age 

6) t'i srucWt-asit ta X-.6mstan, ql)m tti c'6. taq'!s. 
see sit down 



older 
one 

?a t~ pala l~?a~. 
other 

evening 
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bed 

comes home 

younger 
one 

) W 1'/.<_'11 9 tti x a ~ ~ as, " w '" qam t' i Xal q al\ ?<>miwat t~ sxfxanfk t • . . 
not long also 

10) ?fy t~ qWaliwan-it ta stimtumis ?o t~ syalaqc~w-it. 

good heart-their men wives-their 

) J J w 11 ~a q~ti syaqcaw-s to ktayak • 

wife-his 

12) ?fy mfman to mana-s. 
child offspring-hers 

13) 13 ~fwit syaqc~w-s to sxfxonik'. • • 

14) hUham to s-na-s m&na. 

frog ovm.-hers 

throw it lake 



16) ?~vmq'W sq'ilt s-c~-s 
every going-its 

16 

c' ac' ac '~am-i t. 
hunting-their 

Xw~ w w xW~ 17) t'i C:I. x '\1x as, qam t'i C:I. ?am:Lw3t-asit. . . 
not long not come home-they 

18) ±~q'am ta syalaqcaw-it. 
wait 

19) t' 1. ~um s-c~tiwe.!!-i t ta s±~n±anay: 
then thinking-their 

20) ni~-i?ya ±3 sxwanam ku xWayat c~ms swalaqac-u±. 
it must be monster kill our husbands-deceased 

Eagle and Owl were always hunting. They killed many ani~ls 
of different kinds. They had a lot of hides and meat in their 
house. But they had no wives. 

Then one day two sisters(or cousins) went for a walk. They 
caught sight of the house, went in and sat down. The older 
sister went to one bed, and the younger went to the other. 

if/hen evening came Eagle got home. It v'lasn't long before 
Owl came too. The men were happy about their wives. The 
younger sister became the wife of Eagle. She got a good 
child. The older sister became Owl's wife. Her child was 
a frog. She went and threw it into the lake. 

Every day the men went hunting. It wasn't long before they 
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failed to come home. Their vTi ves 'Nai ted. Then they 
thought: the monster must have killed our husbands. 

B. From: The Sun Story 

falls pack-his water 

) k w' t "r W 2 t 'i 2> na -2.8, t 'i k"in?t-as, t' i k a'nat-as ••• 
grabs it 

3) qam t'i c1.1 tas 10 ttl X5p s1iwuc., q~m ku m!ymaysal!q 
there 

t W1· 3 x Cl.IIll.manas. 
old !!1.an 

floats 
awa.y 

deep water droV'ms 

deceased 

His pack fell into the water. He tried to grab it, tried 
to grab it, tried to grab it •••• Then, when he got int-o 
the deep water, the old !!13n drowned. Then the old ITk~n 

flo8.ted away. 

Co:tnr.'.ents: 

A. sentences 1 to 4 describe general circumstances of the 

lives of Eagle and Owl. Tl1.e real "action" of the story 
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starts in sentence 5 and, from there to the end of sen

tence 9, t'i- appears in every clause. Sentences 10 to 

16 deal with the general circumstances, rather than the 

specific momentary occurrences, of family life: who was 

whose mate, what kind of offspring were produced, the 

daily hunting activities of the men. The only specific 

act here, that of the vroman throwing the frog into the 

lake, is introduced by t'i- (sentence,15). Sentence 11 

describes a particular event: the failure of the men to 

come home (it is possible to use ku- here, because from 

the point of view of the wives the "event II occurs some-

where else), and the fact that it was only after a short 

time. The absence of t'i- in sentence 18 is appropriate, 

since the v~iting v~s probably of some duration. In sen

tence 19 t'i- indicates the specific act of reaChing a 

conclusion, and the ku- of sentence 20 points to a par

ticular event that the women believe to be a fact. The 

supposed event has occurred somewhere else, beyond their 

sight. 

It may appear that ku- and t'i- could both be trans

lated in some clauses of a passage like this as "then" or 

"now"( with historic present) in the sense of "here is 

what happens next". However, the forms qam 'then(when)' 
, 

and "urn 'there, then' perform this function already. They 

are indicators of sequence and correspond closely to "then" 

( 
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or "now" of an English narrative. English just does not 

have neat equivalents of ku- and t'i-. 

B. This passage is from the main body of the Sun Story. 

Every sentence here deals with a specific momentary event. 

In sentence 3 ku- underlines the man's death: as a living 

man he has disappeared from the contextual focus. He is 

"out of the picture". In sentence 4 ku- points to the phys

ical remoteness of the corpse from the scene of the recent 

action. In either case ~- could be replaced by ~-, and 

the passage would then be merely a narration of events. 

6. Summary. 

1) ku- and t'i- belong to a sub-group of adverbial auxil

iaries, the members of which focus on momentary events as 

opposed to habitual or sustained events, which are intro

duced by members of a contrasting sub-group of auxiliaries. 

This contrast can be regarded as aspectual. 

2) ku- and t'i- do not signal tense distinctions. Tense 

is ~2rked by the suffixes -u± (past) and -skwa (future), 

which are appended to the predicate centre. Tense marking 

is not obligatory in Sechelt if the temporal location of 

the event described is unambiguous (i.e. evident from the 
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context). These auxiliaries are tense restricted only in 

so far as they do not occur with future tense. 

3) In addition to their shared aspectual function ku- and 

~- have a deictic relationship. based on the category of 

invisibility. ku- is the positive member of the pair and 

always introduces specific momentary events that are invis-

ible. When the contrast is realized,. t t i- points to spec

ific momentary events that are visible. But in most of its 

occurrences t'i-, being the neutral member of the pair, 

simply refers to the event itself, without reference to 

Visibilit1. The frame of reference for the category of 

invisibility is ,either the speech situation or an establish-

ed narrative context. For the former, invisibility means 

II out of sight of the speaker, the hearer or both"; for the 

latter it means "out of sight of the referent(s) currently 

within the contextual focus. 

4) Most difficulties in interpreting ku- and t'.i- are en

countered in isolated sentences, where insufficiency of 

context produces ambiguities. And the confusion is rnag

nified, rather than dispelled, if the Sechelt deictic cat

egory of invisibility is approached from the point of view 

of proximity and tense, which are more familiar to the 

speaker of English. In context, ku- and ~- are seldom 

hard to understand, although the full implication of their 
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meaning is seldom easy to translate. 
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Footnotes 

IThe head of a Sechelt clause consists of: 

1) a simple predicate, to which various particles may be 

attached: e.g. tense suffixes, the interrogative suffix, 

and primary personal enclitics. 

'I'm going to the 

go I fut. beach' • 

2) a complex predicate (cf. Thompson and Thompson 1971: 

263), of which the auxiliary is the first member. To the 

auxiliary are attached the interrogative suffix (-~), 

primary personal clitics and certain adverbial particles 

(such as - wa~ 'already, now'). The predicate centre, a 

separate word, follows and, if transitive, takes second-

ary personal enclitics. 

t'! - ~an 

aux. I 

, w 
p~l()nmax - an. 

drop (it) I (sec.) 

• I dropped it·. 

2rl'1rs. Jennie Erickson, of Sec-helt, B. C., to whom I am 
, 

deeply indebted for her many hours of patient assistance. 

3Sechelt citations are in a tentative phonemic trans

cription (slashes omitted) indicating the contrasts crit-
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iC21 to this analysis. 

4Iter2tive reduplication mayor may not constitute a 

determining ~art of the context. In set 6 above, the e~ 

ployment of reduplic2tion does not affect the choice of 

auxiliary. But in set 8 the combination of auxiliary 

and the presence or absence of reduplication can alter the 

meaning: 

t'i - vva± ±l1wi t3 cicim. 'The fire has gone 

out. ' 

k1i - waJ, ±uw±uwi C~ cicim. I The fire (elsewhere) 

is going out., 

(see: Deixis) 

The difference 2.pnears to depend on whether or not the un-

reduplicated form of the verb has perfective meaning. Sim-

oIl b 1,.. k' W '1 ~, W ( t 10) OIl 1 ar y, aver SUCLl as _ ~~!ax - se W1 not occur 

with present progressive meaning, because the suffix _n~xw 

implies that the action has been completed. 

" --"For a somevrhe.t similar distribution of deictic clit-ics 

in Squamish, see KUipers (1967:157f.). 

6These excerpts 2re based on texts in Hill Tout (190!: 

47 and 40 resp.). The present transcription and emendat-

ions were rn.de v:ith the assistance of l;~rs. Jennie Erickson. 
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Hill Tout calls t'i- an "aorist or indefinite past ••• 

particle" (1904: 71), but he associates it with the IIpre_ 

sent perfect" tense of t~ansitive verbs (1904:72ff.). He 

describes ku- as a "temporal-locative" particle referring 

to "something that has taken place elsevvhere and earlier" 

(1904:42f.), but he evidently fails to associate it with 

t I i-. -
The Shuswap p~oclitic .£-' 7lr:ich appears to have a function 

similar to that of Sechelt t'i-, has been likened to an 

aorist: see Kuipers (1974: SOf.). 

7Although there appear to be a number of inconsistenc-

ies in the forms of articles in these texts, I have left 

them as they were confirned or corrected by my infor:m<·~.nt. 

T:;ry analysis of article forr.:s in Sechelt is incomplete. 

8 - , 
Hill Tout (1904:40) has Te ~-sEluq . . . ~ 

( . t' . 1.. e. __ 1-

ku s';l~ •.• ). I"rs. Ericzson categorically rejected this 

combination of t'i- and ku-, and said that either the one 

or the other, bu~ not both, could be used here. I sus-

'II 

sal~, then changed to Jcu- !:21fway through the ph~rase. 

9preliminary investig2tion suggests 2 corollary with 

switching of roles in the interrogative counterparts of 
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ku- 2.nd t'i- kWa_ (?< ku-~) and t' a- (?< t' i-a). 

'Have you (ever) seen my friend?' 

1,W.L _ ~XVI s.~~_Wt ' 
A (:1 (.; lA..A ~an syaya? 

'Do/did you see my friend?' 

Vi sux t 

'Do/did you see my friend?' --

? 

Here, t'a- appears to be the positive member of the pair, 

stressing the request for affirmation or denial. kWa_ is 

the neutral, ~~d by f~r the most frequently occurring, mem-

ber. 
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